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marriage between the parties'.1 This rule, of course, is not of
general application, but it embraces many of the so-called
incapacities that occur in practice and it cannot fail to influence
decisions upon others that may occur. If, for instance, a woman
domiciled in England were to marry her father's brother, domi-
ciled in a country where such a marriage is permissible, and
if the parties were to establish their home in that country, it
would be more difficult than formerly for an English judge
to ignore the incapacity to which the wife was subject in her
pre-marriage domicil.
General     Nevertheless, it is going a little far to suppose that an ad-
ffectofAct m^tte<% controversial problem has been finally resolved for
uncertain every type of incapacity by a sub-section that was never even
mentioned, much less debated, in the course of its passage
through parliament,2 The criticism of the dual domicil theory,
therefore, is still retained in these pages in the hope, opti-
mistic though it may be, that the legislature will ultimately
decide to clarify the private international law relating to matri-
monial causes and to capacity on the general lines unanimously
suggested by the Royal Commission on Marriage and Divorce.3
(FORMALITIES OF MARRIAGE4
		•* •iii«~r
Formal     There is no rule more firmly established in private inter-
le^'ds nat*onal ^aw t^xan that which applies the maxim locus regit
solely upon actum to tj^forjnflUties of a marriage. Whether any particular
Wo«* ceremony constitutes marriage depends solely upon the law of
yn" the country where the ceremony takes place.5 The absolute
nature of both the positive and negative aspects of this principle
has frequently been stressed by the courts. 'Every marriage
1 Marriage (Enabling) Act, 1960, s. i (3).
* The only debate was in the House of Lords on 26 January 1960, and it was
confined to the change made in English internal law by s. i (i); H.L. Debates,
vol. 220, pp. 652—95. At its second reading in the Commons on 25 March 1960
it was referred to committee for consideration on 8 April. On that date it was
considered in committee and passed. If it was seriously considered in committee,
the Stationery Office has not thought fit to publish the proceedings.
3	Cmd. 9678, Part xii.
4	See 7 /. W C.L.Q. 217-61 (Mendes da Costa).
5	Scrims&irev. Scrimhirt (1752), 2 Hag. Con. 395; Dalrymplc v. Dalrytnplt
(l8ri)» 2 Hag. Con. 54; Warrenderv. Wamnder(1835), 2 Cl. & F. 488, 530;
Harvty v. Farnlt (1882), 8 App. Cas, 43, 50; Eerthiaume v. Dastous, [1930]
A.C 79 (P.C.); Kcnwardv. Kenward, [1951] P. 124. As to the metho^ of prov-
ing a foreign marriage in English proceedings, see the Practice Direction in 195 5,
i WJL.R. 668.

